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Mr. Chairman There are many considerations
seem to me not only to justify, but to render necessary the amendment proposed by the gentleman*
from New-York, (Mr. Taylor) to the bill now under
:

-vhich

discussion.

Some

of the

most important of these,

I

committee.
It will, I fear, be hardly thought respectful, at this
late period of the debate, to enquire what it is that
we propose to do, by the bill on your table.
Yet, a
correct answer to this enquiry would, in my opinion,
go far to prove, that very many of the objections
made to the amendment proposed by the gentleman
from New-York, have little or no bearing on the real
merits of the present question. This is by no means
It will, I believe, be generallly
an unusual case.
found that we err in our opinions, principally because
we do not understand «urs0iu?.s; and that we differ
from othersy principally because we do not underWhat, then, is the real nature of this
stand them.
The people of Missouri have applied
transaction ?
to Congress for leave to form a constitution, and to be
admitted into the Union as an independent state. By
the bill now under discussion, we are about to inform
them, in answer to their memtyial, what are the terms
shall

endeavor

to explain to the

1

\:-

(

and conditions on which we are

time,
of these conditions
state shall consist of a certain extent

to grant their request.
is,

that the

new

The

williiag, at this

first

of territory, different from that proposed in their memorial, and different from that embraced within their
present limits, and in both these respects differing
from their request tli^ second is, that their constitution shall be rcpublicair: and the third, which is the
object of the present amendment, that they shall
prevent the further introduction of slaves, and that
the offspring of those already there shall be free
These three conditions are made indispensable to their
becoming, at this time, a member of the federal UOther terms are also proposed but these
nion.
are offered only as the price of certain other stipulations, into which it is desired that Missouri should
They are, by the same act, authorized to call
enter.
a convention, to determine whether it is expedient
for them, at this time, and upon these conditions, to
become a member of the union, If so, they are permitted to form- a constitution, and are to be received
without delay into our confederacy.
This act, then, is simply an answer to the request
of Missouri; and, without her consent and acceptance,
it can have no binding force or effect on either party.
If, when met in convention, her delegates should
deem it inexpedient to accept our terms, there is an
end at once of our act, 8c of all the measures growing
out of it. Either party may propose new terms, or both
do not, thereremain in their present condition.
fore, as has been so often asserted in this debate, undertake to form a constitution for the people of Miswe do not impose upon them terms and consouri
ditions, which are to bind them without their consent ; nor do we, by this act, say that Missouri shall
never be admitted, if she does not accept our present
merely inform her on what conditions
offerS:
we are willing, at this time, to receive her into the
Union. If she does not choose to accept them, we
cannot, on our part, complain of her, because she has a
right to reject our offers, &. to remain a territory if she
pleases; nor can she complain of us,because itis universally conceded that we are under no obligation to ad:

—

;

We

;

We

the present session at least, however we
the treaty, (a question which 1 shall
The first
presently examine) at some future period.
enquiry, then, is, can Congress propose this condition, and can Missouri accept it ?
The right of Congress to admit new states is derived from ihe third section of the fourth article of the
" New states may be admitted by the
constitution.
Congress into this Union,'' The first thing to be remarked in this clause is, that it is a delegation of powIt is not said
er merely, and not a duty imposed.
that Congress s/ifl/^, but that they may admit new
The power to admit is granted, but no right
states.
is given by the constitution to any territory to compel
Congress, against their will, to exert this power in
its favor.
It is not said, that, when^any of our territories shall contain a certain number of inhabitants,
60.000, for example. Congress shall, whether they
deem it expedient or not, admit them into the Union;
but an authority merely is given, which they are to
exert, or not, according to their own sound discretion.
It is next to be observed, that the power here
delegated, is expressed in the broadest possible terms;
and, that, so far as this clause is concerned, it is altogether without limitation or control. It follows, from
this view of the subject, that there are three questions
which Congress may discuss, whenever a territory
asks admission into our Union as a state.
First, is it
expedient to admit her at all ? If one of the South
American provinces should ask admission, we should
probably reject the application as inexpedient ever to
be granted.
If, however, our decision should be to
admit, a second question would arise, as to the time
when this should be done, v/hether now, or at some
future day ?
But, in these two powers, which it is
conceded, on all sides, that we possess, is there not
involved a third; that of saying on what terms, not
inconsistent with other parts of the constitution, this
admission shall take place ? It might be expedient to
admit, on certain conditions, a state, which we should
be bound otherwise finally to reject. It might also
be expedient, at the present time, to admit, on certain
terms, a stale, which, without this power, we should

mit her,

at

maybe under

be obliged

to

suspend,

till,

by the influence of our

laws, or by other causes, she should become accustomed to our manners, and assimilated to our political

This interpretation of the Constitution
therefore, equally beneficial to the Union, and to

institutions.
is,

the territories applying for admission.
But let us look again at this clause. *' New states may
be admitted, &;c. ; but no new state shall be formed
or erected within the jurisdiction of any other state,
&c. without the consent of the legislature of the several states concerned, as well as of the Congress.**
Here then is a limitation on the powers of Congress.
When a state is to be admitted, formed within the
limits of some other state, as in the case of Kentucky,
or the more recent one of Maine, the consent of
the parent state, as well as of Congress, is to be obtained ; and this consent may be, and in all instances
has been, granted upon conditions. In the first clause
then the power to admit is given,without limitation,and
may therefore be exercised on such terms as the party

consen^iw^shallprescribe,&thestatetobeadmittedshall
choose to accept but in the second this power is limited, by requiring the agreement of a third party,
which, like the two former, may insist on its own conditions.
The limitation in the one case, and not in
;

the other, shows clearly that when the constitution intends to restrain a general delegation of power, it does
so in express words ; and the inference is irresistible,
that where the power is distinctly given, and no limitation is expressed, none was intended.
The correctness of this very obvious rule of construction will not
be denied, and it appears to me strictly applicable to
To show this power, if possible,
the present case.
still more clearly, we need only refer to the journal oi
the convention that formed the constitution.
there find that this clause, as originally proposed, (p.
80,) stood thus : " The legislature shall have power
to admit new states into the Union, on the sarm ternw
with the original states.'* These latter words are not
now to be found in the constitution. It was proposed
then to limit the power of Congress on this sjubject.
That proposition was rejected by the Convention, and
the power given in the broadest possible terms. I can

We

hardly conceive a stronger case, and have heard of
no answer attempted to this important fact.
To Congress, then, is given the power of admission
in its full extent, and with all its incidents. What, Mr.
chairman, are these incidents? Suppose the states had
reserved the right of admitting new members to themselves, instead of giving it, as they have done, to Congress; can it be doubted that they might, in that case,
have received into their confederacy new associates,
upon such terms and conditions as the contracting
parties might see fit mutually to adopt ? They surely
might. And why, sir ? Merely because they possessed the power of admission. But, instead of retaining
this power, they have transferred it to Congress.
If
we do not possess it, where does it reside ? Not in
the states ; for they have nothing to do in the admission of new members
nor in the people, as asserted
by the gentleman from S. Carolina, (Mr. Lowndes,}
who last addressed you. He did not speak with his
usual accuracy when he said that the people, and not
Congress, possessed the power to impose conditions
on states about to be admitted into the Union. The
people, sir, have reserved to themselves no such
power, any more than they have reserved the power,
for example, of declaring war.
Their power to declare war they have transferred to Congress.
Their
power to admit new states they have, in like manner,
transferred to Congress, and we have seen that this
:

transfer is entire, with all its incidents, subject only to
that general reservation which applies to all delegated

power

—

that

it

shall

be exerted in a manner not re-

pugnant to other parts of the constitution.
This brings me, sir, to enquire, what are the limitations imposed on Congress by the constitution, in
the exercise of this power ?
And, first, « The United States shall guaranty to every state in this Union a
republican form of government." They cannot, therefore, if they were so absurd as to wish it, prescribe to
a new state that her form of government should be
anti-republican, or monarchical ; because the state,
when admitted, would have a right to call on Congress
for its gut^ranty of a different form. But this clause is
not, as has been argued, an enlargement of
the pow-

of Congress, but a limitation upoj* those powers j
a stipulation in favor of the states, and against the
general government. " To guaranty" does not mean
to create, or cause to be created
but simply to defend that which already exists. Yet Congress, to secure the existence of that which, when established,
they are bound to defend, have in every case made it
a condition, in admitting new states, that their form
of government should be republican. In the same
clause it is also provided, that Congress " shall protect each of the staies against domestic violence.'* Now^
if their being bound to protect the states in the enjoyment of a republican form of government, authorises
them to make such a form the condition ot their becoming states, why may not they, upon the sam.e
ground, under the latter clause, prescribe the exclu*
sion of slavery, as a condition I
Slavery is sure ultimately to produce <' domestic violence" wherever it
exists.
Foreseeing this, might not Congress say to a
new state, we will not admit you, if you allow slavery
to exist among you ; because we shall be obliged, under this clause, at some future period, to protect you
against " domestic violence,*'arising from the insurrecfi.rs

;

and rebellion ofyour slaves? The right to anticipate
and prevent an evil which they are bound, when it
comes, to remove, is, in both cases, precisely the
same; and ot the two evils, " domestic violence" is
certainly much more likely to occur from the toleration of slavery, than an anti-republican form of government, tor want of an express stipulation to exclude
it.
Let me not, however, be understood as deriving
the power claimed in the present instance, from this

tion

clause of the constitution; but to those who think that
ihey derive from this section alone, their right to prescribe a republican form ot government, this view of
the subject cannot surely be without some degree of
weight.
There is another obvious limitation on the power
of Congress in admitting new states, which results from the nature of the compact.
New states
must be admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights
and privileges derived by the original states from
the Constitution : otherwise they would not be admits

No conditioc
ted into the sameuiiion with the rest.
can therefore be annexed to the admission of a state,
which takes from her any constitutional, or, as it is
more frequently called, any federal right; because
this would be at variance with the admission itself,
and therefore void as in any other case of a condition annexed to a grant, inconsisteat with the grant
;

itself.

This

is

a limitation on the powers of Congress

in favor of the

new

states.

There

is

another which

may

perhaps be inferred in reference to the old. Congress can propose no condition to a new state, which,
if accepted by her, would transfer to the Union any
power to be exercised over other states, which had
not been granted by the Constitution to the General
Government because this would be to effect the
;

of third parties, without their own
consent.
And here permit me to say, that this limitation furnishes, in my view, a conclusive answer to
the gentleman from South Carolina, (Mr. Lowndes,)
who, if I rightly understood him, founded his chief
objection to this measure, on the supposed inability
of Congress to acquire, by compact with new states,
federal powers not conferred by the constitution on
the general government, to be exercised over the
other states
and thus, in effect, to alter the constitution in a manner not provided for by that instrument. The soundness of this principle it is not necessary here to controvert, or even to examine; since
it is totally inapplicable, in my view of the subject, to
the present bill.
This amendment does not require
the people of Missouri to transfer any portion of their
sovereignty, or to invest the general government with
any new authority, which they did not before possess,
applicable to other members of the confederacy but
only that they should renounce the power claimed
for them, ot making slaves of their fellow men.
It
is the renunciation of a power merely, and not its

political rights

;

;

transfer

which

is

asked

in this case.

Subject, then, to these just and natural limitations,
I can see nothing
dangerous or alarming in the
power claimed by Congress on this occasion. They
can, on the one hand, deprive the new state of no

8
right or privilege conferred by the constitution on
the original confederates ; and, on the other, can acquire for themselves no new power or authority, to be
exerted over the other states, without their consent.
When to this we add, that the terms proposed must
in all cases be accepted by the new state, before they
have any binding force ; and that the supreme Legislature of the Union acts for, and represents the only
other party in interest, the people of the United
States, I can perceive no weight whatever in the
argument, so earnestly pressed upon us from the other side, that this is a great and indefinite power, liable to abuse, and therefore not to be presumed to exSir, an argument from the abuse of power is toist.
tally inapplicable, when the question is, whether we
possess the power or not. What powers are more
liable to abuse, than those, for instance, of making
war and imposing taxes ? Yet no one will deny that,
under the Constitution, we possess both these dangerous and indefinite powers. I have endeavored to
show that the right here claimed, is neither dangerous nor indefinite; yet if it were both of these, this
would be no proof that it was not conferred upon us
by the Constitution ; though it might have been an
argument with thetramers of that instrument for withholding it from us. They did not see fit, however,
so to do, and for leaving this discretion in Congress,
limited, as I have shown it to be, many good reasons
might, I apprehend, be given.
There is nothing, surely, in the nature of a confederated republic which renders it necessary for each
member of the confederacy to possess the same state
or municipal rights, any more than the same extent
of territory, wealth, or population. Nor is it true, in
point of fact, thai they all enjoy the same privileges,
or derive equal advantages, from the Union.

Who

does not see that Delaware and Rhode Island, for instance, gain more from their connexion with the Union, compared with what they contribute to its safety or defence, than Massachusetts or New York ?

But neither the large

states,

nor the small, have any

just reason to complain, if they

and immunities

for

enjoy

all

the rights
their ad-

which they stipulated on

mission into the Union. It is the same with Missouri.
Acting for herself, by her own free will and choice,
she will either accept or reject the terms we propose. If she accepts, and thus makes them her own,
she thereby becomes a member of our Union^' she
acquires rights which she did not before possess obtains privileges which we are not at this time obliged
and if, with good faith and fidelity, the Uto grant
nited States perform towards her all the stipulations
Whom
of the contract, of what can she complain ?
has she to condemn ? What right of hers has been
violated ?
What privilege withdrawn ? What immunity withheld ? It is, then, the utmost perversion
of language to say, as the Honorable Speaker, (Mr.
;

;

Clay,) does, that, if she accepts these terms, she will
a vassal and a slave ; or to argue, as he has,
that this restriction is unjust, because it deprives her
of the rights of self government and internal police.
For where is the state, in this Union, which possesses
these rights in their full extent ?
When we are told

become

have the rights of self governshe renounces the power claimed for her of
depriving others of their right to freedom not to animadvert here on the odious nature of the claim is
it not equally true, that all the other states are also
deprived of the rights of self government ? Is it no^
an attribute of sovereignty, a right of self government,
to declare war, to enter into treaty or alliance with
other states, grant letters of marque and reprisal, coin
money, emit bills of credit, and pass bills of attainder ? Yet no state in the Union can do any of these
things.
Are they, therefore, degraded to the rank of
vassals and slaves, and deprived of the rights of self
government ? Surely not. And why not, sir ? Because they voluntarily surrendered these and other
rights to the Union.
The original states became
members of the confederacy, after mature deliberation, not because any one of them approved of every
part of the constitution, but because they thought
the advantages to be derived from the Union greater,
on the whole, than the sacrifices, (and no two made
the same,) which that Union required of them. Let
Missouri do the same ; and whether she determines
that Missouri will not

ment,

if

—

—

10
at this

time

lo

become

a state, or remain a territory

be her own, and performed with quite as much freedom of choice, as the other
states enjoyed when the same question was put to
for the present, the act will

th8%
Having

thus, Mr. Chairman, proved, as I trust,
Congress has by the constitution a right to propose terms and conditions to territories applying for
admission, I ask the attention of the committee, while
that

pass briefly in review the several states admitted into
the Union, since the present form of government was
adopted, and enquire whether the conclusions which
I have thus drawn from the constitution itself, are
confirmed, or contradicted, by the practice and the declarations of those who have gone before us on thissubject.
Tfcis field has been already explored by others, but it is still rich in matter, most pertinent to
this occasion. If, from this examination, it should appear that the new states have uniformly been admitted, upon terms and conditions, many of them effecting the highest attributes of sovereignty, and none of
them applicable to the original states, it will not be
easy to persuade me, that the present Congress has
less power and less authority in this respect, than its
predecessors.
The first state admittcd,was Kentucky. It was originally a part of Virginia, and was allowed by her to become an independent state upon certain <' terms and
conditions."
By the fourth of these conditions, Kenlucky was required to stipulate, that she would never
tax the lands of non-residents, higher than those of
residents.
By the seventh, she was required to leave
the navigation of the Ohio free to all citizens of the
United Stales. If these, and other terms were accepted by Kentucky, they were *' to become a solemw
compacty mutually binding on the parties, and
unalterable by either without the consent of the other."
These conditions were accepted by Kentucky, and
she was admitted into the Union in 1791, subject to
these restrictions.
Such is the history of the first
state formed under the present constitution.
But,
how does this agree, sir, with the doctrine maintained
on the other side ? Every new state, says the gentleI

n
man (Mr. Lowndes,) fi-om South
the

same

Carolina, must have
the same authority.and
the same
cases whatever, within its

sta e rights,

junsdxcuon mall
ownHm!
us, as the origmal thirteen.
The very word sfafe sav,
the Speaker, (Mr. Clay,)
implies a 'political commt
city, possessmg exactly the
same rights and powers,
and m all respects resembling
the parties to the

S

« "f "y
tTe^lf
tieman /Si*''
(Mr. Barbour)

'^^

mendment
Kentucky

?

rests.

No

^'"^"'^ ^'SU-^ont of the
genfrom Virginia, against
this a

But, will this^efinitfon
matter by whom these

fp'w Tj
restrictions

'^ ^'"S'"i='' <"• by the Union
U is sufficient
his
saEn'.'r''"''''
for my argument, that
Kentucky does
no possess the same state
rights which belonJto
the
'" New-Hampshire, for example,
Ve ran
,
tax

TT

tax the lands of non-residents
higher than those of 're"
In Kentucky, they cannot.
Kentucky then
does „ot possess all the
attributes of sovereigMy
of
self-government
sidents.

m:d

SS

and internal police, which
bdong °o
^'- .^-^-f''-. degr^le'd:

floor, the

^

•, r,most disti^g^^ed

of^^^.^trfr

I",

J^

?" respects, unincumbered and erect
AnA why,
I
And
sir, is she not
degraded by these .!.^,r"
''
tions? The answer is
obvious; because Ih..
ed to ,bem freely because
she
'

;

^rt:"'

1

n a

rTyhh

=r^'^tr:-?^t^L:^--^3
stitmi:n

tcS :atrfr:r it^^, »-''"'

annexed by

CongreLTheradmSor"'"""

bate,

shouirbfextend d° "t^heTeS
tt'^'^'f"
->atmg to slavery. Another

wl-s.^thaTtU'l^dTof
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non-resident proprietors should not be taxed higher
than those of residents. In 1796, she was admitted
into the Union " on an equal footing tvith the original
states, in all respects whatsoever.'* As this expression
here first occurs, in admitting a new state, it may not
be improper to enquire into its meaning as applied to
have ah^eady seen that the United
this subject.
States acquired this territory on certain ^'express conditions,*' on which alone they could hold it; that one
of these (not to mention others,) deprived the future
that of taxing non residents higher
state of a right
than residents— which belonged clearly to the oriThis expression could not
ginal thirteen states.
then mean that Tennessee should possess all the state
rights enjoyed by any other state in the Union ; for
this would have been to violate the contract with
North Carolina. Nor did'Tennessee so understand it;
for she incorporated the provisions of the deed of ces*
sion into her constitution, and thus in express term*
became a party to the compact. The " equal footing"
here spoken of, is, then, an equality of federal rights
merely; and in no other sense is the expression applicable to any of the new states, except Verment.
The next state admitted was Ohio the fairest, the
brightest, the most vigorous of all your offspring.
That she is so, that she has increased with a rapidity
surpassing all example in the history of mankind, till
within the short space of a single generation (for the
first settlers are still alive) she has filled her capacious border?, so that they already overflow, with a
race of hardy, intelligent, and virtuous cultivators of
the soil, is confessedly owing to its being made a condition of her existence, both as a territory, and as a
state, that she should exclude, what we now require
Missouri to exclude, the foul plague of Slavery from
With such an example before us, it
her bosom.
seems almost impossible to hesitate, as to the course
we ought now to pursue. The north-western territory,
out of which Ohio was formed, was ceded to the UniIn 1787, an ordited States principally by Virginia.
nance was passed by the old Congress for its temporary government, and for its final disposition. This
celebrated ordinance contained various " articles of

We

—

—

compact, between Ihe original states,and the people and
which were *< forever to
remain unalterable, unless by common consent."
I shall have occasion hereafter to advert more particularly to these articles ; I will here only add, that
the sixth provided, that there should be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said territory,
otherwise than in the punishment of crimes. The
proposed restriction on Missouri is copied verbatim
from this article. In 1802. Congress authorized the
people of Ohio to form a constitution, « provided that
the same, when formed, shall be Republican, and not
repugnant to the ordinance of July 13th, 1787." The
act also contained other conditions, one of which was,
that the United States should be at liberty, at any
future j^eriod, to extend the limits of Ohio, by adding
to it certain other territory therein described
These
terms, together with those contained in the ordinance,
were accepted by Ohio ; and she was admitted into
the Union, « upon an equal footing,** so says the law,
*5 with the original states,
in all respects whatever.**
Here then is a third state, with the same federal
rights, but with state rights inferior to those of the
states in the said territory/*

original thirteen.

The

next state admitted was Louisiana.

By

the

treaty of April 30th, 1803, the province of Louisiana
was ceded to the United States, " in full sovereignty,'*
by the French Republic. By this treaty the United
States acquired an extent of territory greater than all
iheir former possessions.
The first question naturally

suggested by

this

important

fact,

is,

whether

the President and Senate had authority ,under the constitution, to make this acquisition; to purchase, for the
general government, without the consent of the several state5,a tcrritory,out of which twenty new states,

may

be formed

whether, in short, they could lawand govern an empire, without
their original limits, of such vast extent that it may
in time become more powerful than the parent country itself, and eventually hold all the original members
of the republic in complete subjection ?
If we look
?

fully acquire, found,

to the constitution for an

answer

to

these enquiries.
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we shall find there no express authority git en to any
branch of the government to purchase foreign territoDo we know, sir, what are to be the effects of
ry.
Have we sufficiently reflected
this mighty cession ?
on the entire change, the total revolution, which this
purchase has made, or will make, in all our relations,
To
foreign and domestic, internal and exterior ?
those who know the care and anxiety with which the
delicate balance of the constitution was adjusted, it
seem probable, that either the south or the
north, jealous as they were of each other's influence,
intended, incidentally, and without express terms, to
will not

confer on Congress a power to throw into the scales—
not indeed the sword of the Gaul but a territory larger than the Gaul ever conquered, or the Roman, in
the height and arrogance of power, ever added to his
empire.
But, if it be thus doubtful whether the general government posS^s.es, under the constitution, a right,
not expressly ^^gated, to add indefinitely to our
empire, it is not in my mind at all doubtful, whether the President and Senate, under the treaty-making power, can purchase territory, with a stipulation
compelling Congress (as it is contended we are now
compelled) to admit that territory into the Union,
whether they will or not.
The power to admit new States is given exclusively to Congress ; but this would be virtually to
The
transfer it to the President and Senate alone.
authors of this treaty did not so understand it. I have
the best authority for saying that one president at
least, (Mr. Madison) was of opinion, (and so expressed
himself at the time,) that this part of the treaty could
not be executed, without an amendment of the ConThis was, indeed, the general opinion of
stitution.
I will
the best informed statesmen at that period.
mention only two, both of them of the highest standing in the parts of the country to which they belonged,
''lam free to confess,'* said the present $,ecretary of
State (Mr. Adams) when this treaty came before the
Senate in 804, "that the third article contains engagements, placing us in a dilemma from which I see no
possible mode of extricating ourselves, but by an

—

1
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amendment, or rather an addition to tlie Constitution."
This was said in answer to the objection, that the
treaty provided for the admission of the territory, as
a state, into the Union, and was therefore unconstituttonal.
He admitted the objection, and proposed to
avoid it, by an amendment of the Constitution. Mr.
Taylor of Virginia, on the contrary, denied that the

"The words
treaty contained any such stipulation.
of the treaty are," said he, "literally satisfied by incorporating them (the inhabitants) into the Union, as
a Territory, and not as a State.
The citizens of the
Territories arc citizens of the United States, and have
all the rights of citizenship
but, these do not include
those political rights which arise from state governments, and which are dissimilar in different states." If it
had been then urged, as it nov/ is, that Congress were
bound to admit Louisiana, or Missouri, without delay,
and without conditions, into the Union as a state, and

—

whatever might be our rights, under the constituwere taken away by the treaty; Mr. Adams
would have answered, *' you have no right to admit
them at all, till you have amended the constitution :**
and Mr. Taylor would have said, that ^'admission
as a territory, was all that the treaty required." The
same opinions were, on that occasion, even more
strongly expressed in the House of Representatives,
i refqr to these high
authorities, Mr. Chairman,
merely to show that, in the opinion of those who negotiated, and those who ratified, this treaty, it could
not have been intended to confer on the people of
Missouri any peculiar rights, not possessed by other
territories of the United States, and consequently
that they stand on no better footing in this respect,
than other territories applying for admission. Other

that

tion, they

considerations lead us to the same conclusion.
Treaties are declared by the constitution to be f< the
supreme law of the land ;" but they are supreme only within the limits assigned them by that instrument.
There may be an unconstitutional treaty, though regularly formed and ratified, as well as an unconstitutional law, though regularly introduced and enacted
;
and both vould be equally void, and of no binding

16

The power to admit new states is
force or effect.
given, with all its incidents, to Congress, and not to
If, therefore, Louthe President and Senate merely.
isiana was acquired on conditions which operated in
the smallest degree to lessen, to abridge, or to vary
the constitutional rights of Congress, with respect to
her admission or rejection, with respect to the time
when, or the terms upon which, she should be admitted ; the treaty, so far as it attempted to interfere with
the constitutional powers of Congress on this subject, was void in itself, and could, of course, confer
no new rights on Missouri. This, however, is going
upon the supposition, that the treaty is inconsistent
'\vith the propp^.ed restriction.
But, if we turn to that
instrument, nas^^35^inconsistency will be found. "The
inhabitants of the ceded tcrritory"says the third article,
which alone relates to this subject, ^'shall be incorporated in the Union of the United States, and admitted, as soon as possible, according io the pi inciples of
ihe federal constitution, to the enjoyment of all the
rights, advantages, and immunities, of citizens of the
United States.'* The inhabitants, then, are to be admitted " according to the principles of the federal
constitution."
If, therefore, by the constitution, wc
have the right here claimed, it was not the intention
of the treaty, any more than it would have been in the

power of its authors, to deprive us of it. And in this
point of view, also, we may lay the treaty altogether
out of sight, in deciding the present question.
But let us look again, sir, to the provisions of this
treaty.
The inhabitants are to be admitted, to all the
rights, advantages and immunities, of citizens of the
United States.' Now, sir, the power to hold slaves is
fortunately not one of these rights, advantages, or immunities.
No man can hold another in perpetual
bondage, by any authority derived from the constitution of the United States.
For, if he could, then
might slaves be held in New-Hampshire, for example, or in any of the other free states; because * the
rights, advantages, and immunities, of citizens of the
United States,' conferred by the constitution, are the
same in every part of the Union. But, none will pre'
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lend that slaves can beheld in New-HampsMre, or
in the other free states.
It is only in consequence of an authority derived
from the laws of particular states that slaves can be
held in any part of the Union. There is nothing,
then, in the treaty, inconsistent with the proposed restriction, because the treaty confers only federal rights,
and the power to hold slaves is confessedly not one of
these lights. In consequence of the nature of our
government, every man in this country has a double
relation and character to sustain; first, as a citizen
of the United States, and, secondly, as a citizen of
some particular state. In each of these characters
he enjoys rights which, in the other, do not belong
to him, and has duties to perform which the other
does not impose. It is federal rights only which the
general government can confer; and, by adverting to
this obvious distinction, we perceive at once that the
proposed restriction on slavery leaves the people of
Missouri in '' the full enjoyment of all the rights, advantages, and immunities of cidzens of the United
States.*'
Here, then, is a literal compliance with the
terms of the treaty. Its intention is equally obvious.
The United States could not have intended to bind
themselves to any thing inconsistent with the constitution, for tiiey refer expressly to it for their meaning.
ISor could France have intended to secure for these
people any privileges not enjoyed by other territories
of the United States, or to obtain for them an admis'
sion into the Union on terms more favorable than had
been granted to other territories. Now, the only ter=
ritory admitted before the purchase of Louisiana, was
Ohio ; and, in that case, this very prohibition of slavery had been imposed. France, then, if she had
looked to the terms on which territories had been,
and were to be, admitted, must have expected that
this very measure would be adopted which we nov/
propose. I am justified, therefore, in saying that it^
violates neither the terms of the treaty nor the inten»
tion of the parties.

In 1804, the province of Louisiana was divided into
two territorial governments. In 1811, Congress passed an act to enable the people of the Orleans territory.)
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now

the state of Louisiana, to form a constitution
« upon xhe conditions hereinafter mentioned." These

conditions were numerous and important.
Among
other things, it was provided that their constitution
should contain the fundamental principles of civil
and religious liberty j that their laws, records, and
legislative and judicial proceedings, should be kept in
the English langiaage ; that lands belonging to citizens
of the United States residing without the said state
should never be taxed higher than those of residents.
These and other conditions were accepted by the
people of Louisiana, and by them incorporated in
their constitution and in an ordinance, which they
declared irrevocable without the consent of Congress.
In 1812, they were <« admitted into the Union, on an
equal footing with the original states, in all respects
whatever, provided,** says the act, " that all the conditions and terms contained in the third section of
the act of February 20th, 1811, shall be considered,
deemed, and taken fundamental conditions and terms,
upon which the said state is incorporated in the
It is impossible to believe that the " equal
Union.*'
footing** here spoken of, could be any other than an
equality of federal rights. An equality of state rights
Louisiana could not possess, consistently with this
act ; for its conditions, which are irrevocable without
the consent of Congress, must for ever prevent her
from legislating on various important subjects, over
which the original states have complete jurisdiction.
Some of these conditions are sufficiently remarkable,
and, in my opinion, such as no ingenuity can derive
from any express powers given to Congress by the
constitution in relation to these particular objects.
Where, for instance, are the express clause* authorizing you to make it a condition of admitting a state,
that she
that she shall establish religious freedom
shall use the English language in all her official acts ;
or that she shall not tax the lands of non residents
higher than those ot residents ? I know of no such
clauses; none such have been pointed out.
No, sir;
these conditions can be defended only on the ground
which I have taken ; namely, that Congress may admit new states upon such terms as the parties see fit
;
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to adopt, provided that they leave the states,
so admitted, in possession of all federal rights pertaining to the old states, and do not acquire for themselves any new power to be exerted over other members of the confederacy without their consent.
I have already, Mr. Chairman, occupied so much
of your time with this branch of the enquiry, that I
will only add, with respect to the remaining states,
that Indiana and Illineis were admitted on conditions

mutually

Ohio and that Mississippi and
on the same terms, except with respect to slavery, which was unfortunately fixed on
them, by the deed of cession from Georgia to the
United States.
Such, sir, is the history of the formation and admission of all our new states from Kentueky to Alabama. To each of them, the first question put was,
whether they chose at that time to become a state, on
the terms then proposed which terms, if accepted,
were to be irrevocable without the consent of both

similar to those of

Alabama came

;

in

;

With respect to three of these states, Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois, the very same restriction on
slavery, proposed in this amendment, was made the
There is one
condition of their being admitted.
condition (not to mention others) running through all
the new states, which is too remarkable to be here
omitted. It was made a condition with all of them,
that they should stipulate never to tax the lands of
non-residents higher than those of residents.
Sir,
the right possessed by governments to impose taxes,
and to proportion those taxes, according to their own
sense of justice or of policy, among the individuals
upon whom they are to operate, is among the highest and most undoubted rights of slate sovereignty.
All the original states possess the right (and some of
them have exercised it) of taxing the lands of nonresidents higher than those of residents.
Yet, eight
of the new states have expressly renounced this right
for ever, as the condition of their being admitted into
the Union,
Nay, sir, the same condition is to be
found in the present bill with respect to Missouri. All
these states, then, have been admitted with rights inferior to those of the origiRal thirteen.
With these

parties.
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we shall be at no loss what
assumed by gentlemen on the

undeniable faets beiore us,
to think of the position,

other side, and which, in fact, lies at the foundation
of all their arguments, that new states, when admitted
into the Union, become at once possessed of all the
local or municipal rights of the original states, and
are, by the act of admission, placed necessarily on an
equality, in all respects, both as to state and federal
Sir, such a docrights, with the original members.
trine finds no support whatever in the past history of

our government.

It takes, too, for its basis, this
strangest of all positions, that the act of admitting a
state absolves her from all former obligations, and
even from the conditions on which alone she becomes
a member of our confederacy. So true is even this
last inference, that it has been actually adopted on
this floor; and we have been repeatedly told that this
restriction, if accepted by Miis^ouri, will not bind her;
and that, by altering her constitution, she can at any
time evade its force ; in other words, that she may
accept a grant upon conditions which she expressly
stipulates to perform, and yet, at the same moment,
If this
may disregard or violate those conditions
be law or justice, if it be good faith, or sound reasoning, I know not to what conduct, or to what fallacy,
these terms do not equally apply.
Having thus, Mr. Chairman, established, as I conceive, the constitutional power of Congress to impose
this restriction, the only remaining enquiry is, as to
the expediency of exerting that power on this occaIf it were not known v/ith what ingenuity men
sion.
support opinions, however extravagant, which, from
interest, from prejudice, or from other motives, they
may have imbibed, it would seem utterly incredible
to an indifferent spectator that the expediency of extending slavery over half a continent should ever
come seriously to be debated in an assembly of freemen. But such is the fact ; and the policy of this
measure, as well as its constitutionality, is denied.
And here, sir, in the very front ground of this enquiry, as to the expediency of tiiis restriction, i place
at once the injustice of slavery ; and, in reply to all
that can be said in favor of its extension, I find ^n unI

1^1

maxim

of universal

answerable argument

in tllat great

morality, that ivhat
litically right.

morally wrong can never be po-

is

We talk

of slavery,

sir,

as if

it

were

an evil merely, and seem almost to forget that it is also
a crime ; that it outrages every principle of justice
and of humanity, and can rest for its defence on no
grounds which do not equally support the tyrant on
his throne, and the despot in his most wanton abuse
of power. For what can the tyrant do more than
make slaves of men ? And what can the despot wish
more abject than the submission of hereditary bondsmen ? When I am told then that it is expedient to
extend slavery to Missouri, I answer, that slavery is in
itself, by the lawj of God and of nature, a moral offence
an act cf tyrasny and of injustice, and therefore that it cannot be wise or expedient ; because
;

sound policy and true wisdom are never inconsistent
with the just and equal rights of man. On this subThough slaject, sir, let me not be misunderstood.
very is in itself unjust, I do not thence accuse all
slave-holders of injustice.
I am willing to believe
that the toleration of slavery in the southern stales,
where it has already taken deep root, is not unjust
with respect to them ; because it is not in their power
at once to remove or avoid this great moral evil. I am
willing to believe, with the gentleman from Pennsylvania, (Mr. Hemphill,) that a present qualified right may,
in this instance, have grown out of an original wrong.
The stream, dark and turbid in its fountain, may yet
run clear as it v/anders down the valley. But what is
it, sir, that can thus purify even slavery from its original isjustice ?
I answer, 'ffte necessity of the case.
It is not, however, interest, convenience, ease, or comfort, under the name of necessity ; but a real, dir*,
uncontrolable, and most fatal necessity, which can
alone render it just for one man to deprive another, by
the strong arm of power, of the unalienable
right of freedom.
I am
willing to believe that
this necessity exists in the present slave-holding
states : at any rate, t have no inclination, as I have no
right, to enquire whether it does or not. But I cannot

believe, because it is Rot even pretended, that this necessity exists in Missouri.
Slavery has hardly yet ta-
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and therefore what is to
ken root in that fruitful soil ;
only because it cannot
states,
old
the
in
be tolerated
and of course criinthere be avoided,

is

1

unnecessary,

those

who

estab-

Missouri; criminal alike in
the power to prevent,
nsh it, and in those who, having
I should enlarge,
there.
established
vet suffer it to be
it is one which
that
perceive
, but 1
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feelings
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excites no very
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We

.urdingly find that the commerce and navigation
of
the United States belong principally to the
non-slaveholdin^ states; and that the hardy seamen who
have
borne your naval thunders in triumph over every
sea,
and planted the stars of your union in a sphere
of
glory, whence no earthly power can ever
pluck them
down, wore net only freemen themselves, but
born
and nurtured in a land where slavery is unknown.
It is indeed conceded on all hands
that the slaveholding states are not extensively engaged
in commerce or manufactures but it is said they are
an agricultural people, and that to this their
whole attention is directed.
But, sir, with what success ? The
labor of slaves, though it costs nothing
beyond their
subsistence, is in effect the dearest and least
profitable
of all kmdsot labor. Feeling no other
motive than
thetear of punishment, they labor slowly, and
with reluctance ; and seek only how they may
escape with
;

:he least possible exertion from
their daily, and to
unprofitable tasks.
That strongest of all principics implanted in the breast of
man, the desire and
the hope of improving his condition,
lightens

them

care,

and

renders toil sweet to him who is
cheered with the
constant reflection that he labors
for himself, and not
for a master.
Give such a man the fee-simple of
a
parren rock, and he will cover it
with verdure ; plant
lum
a desert, and fertility will
spring around him.
Convenience and content are the
companions of his
loil, and weath follows in
the train of industrious freedom. On the contrary, the slave
and his task-mascer, placed
a land flowing with milk
and honey,
would convert even the garden of
Eden into a deser
and a waste. Whether this be
truth or fiction, I ap.
peal to those to say who have
surveyed and comp:.red
,hevarymgaspectsofour common country,from
Maine
to Georgia,
reference to this particular
subject? It
would be easy for me to produce
the highest authorilies in support of my opinion,
from among the first
men m the slave-holding states. The
sentiments of

m

m

m
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I ^ni about to
/if
read
ead to the
committee, are from another
distinguished
slaveholder, who states, in language
1

stronger^hanl

£4
siioulcl

have dared

to use, facts

which no one has

dt-

may

therefore be pardoned for repeating after him. <' No person" says General Harper, "who has seen the slave-holding states, and those
where slavery does not exist, and has compared ever
so slightly their condition and situation, can have failed to be struck with the vast difference in favor of the
" In population in the general diffusion of
latter.*'
wealth and comfort ; in public and private irrjprovements ; in the education, manners, and mode of life,
of the middle and laboring classes ; in the face of the
country in roads, bridges, and inns ; in schools and
churches ;
the general advancement of improvement and prosperity, there is no comparison. The
change is seen the instant you cross the line which separates the country where there are slaves from that
where there are none. Whence does this arise ? I
answer, from this—that in one division of the country
the land is cultivated by freemen, for their own benefit ; and in the other almost entirely by slaves, for the
Sir, this is the testimony
benefit of their masters.'*
of a slave-holder, who states, not opinions which he
may entertain, hut facts which have forced themselves
upon his observation facts which you and I, and
every member ot this house, have equally witnessed,
if then such are the acknowledged effects of slavery
wherever it exists, can it be expedient to extend these
No, sir : with the
evils to the people of Missouri ?
economy, the industry, the equal distribution of property, which prevails in the free states, the South
would present an aspect altogether different, and
would become in every respect more prosperous, and
more powertul, than it can ever hope to be, while its
generous soil yields its produce only to the reluctant
and unhallowed labor of servile hands.
If, from the cultivation of the soil, we turn our attention to its means of defence, we shall find slavery
equally unfavorable to the military sti-ength, as to the
The space
wealth and improvement of the country.
which should be occupied by freemen, is filled with
nied, and

which

I

;

;

m

;

and from them your armies draw no recruits.
is not all: these slaves are an oppressed
race, ever ready to break out in open rebellion

slaves,

But

this

"^
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against their masters, and most ready, and most likedo so, when a foreign enemy presses hardest
upon the country so that when our whole military
strength is required for defence against a foreign in-

ly to

—

vader, no inconsiderable portion of your most effective fjrce must be employed against this domestic
foe, to awe into subjection the slaves within your borders. This source of weakness must increase as slavery

ext6nds,and become more dangerous in every succcedingwar. Itisafact,wellestablished,thatthe greaterpart
of our regular troops, during the revolution, were
drawn from the non-slave-holding states. If any further proof were required of this, we need only refer
to the statement of the number of revolutionary penThey
sioners, laid this morning upon our tables.
amount to something more than sixteen thousand ;
and of these, nearly thirteen thousand are from states
where slavery is not established. If they are to be
taken as any criterion of the whole number in service
from different parts of the country, the free states
must have furnished by far the greatest number of
regular troops during that eventful period. I have
been told by the venerable gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Forrest) who was himself an actor in the
scene, that at the seige of York, in the heart of Virt;inia, there were not four hundred Virginia troops,
exclusive of militia, present at the surrender of Cornwailis.
Sir, the history of the late war brings us to
With more than one half the
the same conclusion.
people of New England opposed to that war, we, sir,
the Republicans of the north
furnished more recruits to your regular army than any other portion of
the country of equal extent.
For the truth of this
statement I refer you to the returns in the War Office.
I shall ever be the first to acknowledge that the soldiers of the south and the v/est are as brave, as gencr )us, and as patriotic, as those of any other portion
ot the Union.
But the experience of all our wars
proves, that, though capable of great exertions as
volunteers and militia men, when employed for a
ihort time, on a particular service, the inhabitants

—
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of the slave-holding states, do not furnish the coQHtrv,
either in war or in peace, with many regular soldiers.
lam aware, sir, that the topics to which I have
here alluded are of a delicate nature ; and I should
not have adverted to this view oi the subject, conclusive as it is against the extension of slavery, but to
repel an assertion, often made in this debate, that
whatever may be the evils of slavery, they are confined exclusively to the slave-holding states, and are
Sir, it is a concern of
therefore no concern of ours.
ours. Is it nothing to us, that, in more than half the

Union, a state of things exists unfavorable to com«
merce, to manufactures, to agricultural improvements, and which abstracts materially from the military strength and defence of our common country ?
And is it nothing to us, whether our new confederates bring freedom or slavery, strength or weakness,
with them into our Union ? This then is the interest, deep and lasting, which we have in the present
question and this the motive, just and honorable,
which we feel, in urging with ardour the adoption of
a measure calculated, as we believe, to promote all
the great objects for which the government itself
;

was

A

at first established.

gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Randolph) has

all the misfortunes of his life (they have,
says, been neither few nor inconsiderable) are light
in the balance, when compared with the single misfortune of having been born the master of slaves.
Sir, of the truth of this remark, I have not the slightIt is one of the peculiar evils of this conest doubt.

told us that

he

nexion that it is alike injurious to the master and to
the slave that the one can no more avoid, than the
other dares avow, or avenge, the mutual misfortune
Knowing
and injustice of their several lots.
this, and feeling daily the misery and the dangers of
it
slavery, it is surely something more than strange
that the slave-holding states
is all but incredible
should yet wish to entail on the country west of the
Such was
Mississippi this tremendous calamity.
not formerly the state of public feeling on this subr

—

—

—

tr
on the contrary, the deshe to contract
the lim^
withm which slavery might exist, was the
predominant sentiment with the fathers of
the revolution,
whether from the north or from the south.
.lect

;

its

The

ordi-

nanccofirsrreceivedthesupportofthesouthernstates:
and the restriction on slavery,
contained in its bixth
nrtic e, was introduced
on the motion of Virginia.
vve iiave now acquired another
territory, even more
extensive than the north west.
wish to pursue
toward It the same policy, and
impose upon it the
same restriction. But we find no
longer a like suppor from the slave-holdiiig

We

states.

ot the present day, if any

The

Jeffersons

such there be, are no Ionger heard to describe slavery
as a crime ; there is no
longer a Patrick Henry in the
south to denounce it as
inconsistent with Christianity
no Tucker to refute
with irrefragable arguments
the miserable sophistry
of Its advocates^and as for
the Grayson of our times, it
"'"^ ^"^ ^"^" ^^^^ ^^'' Taylor> the mover nf?,^- amendment,
and not to any son of the south,
^
fif
?Mthat
this honorable cognomen
must now be applied.
All we ask of the south is
that they would do for Mis.
^^^eady done for Ohio, Indiana,
arrrn ?""''•'^X^t^""^
^^^ ^^^ '° ^^^^' i^ y^"" cannot remove
sl^l. from among
Slavery
yourselves, do not extend it to
"'''^" ^^" y^^^ justification, that you
Wn'r.
ament Its existence, that you
load with execrations
°^
^y ^^'^°^ '^ ^vas fixed upon
ton T?a'^
i^°'^
you;
but do not subject yourselves to
the same censure
liom the people of Missouri in
every succeeding aire
V our condemnation
will indeed be
greater that
that of your fathers.
To them the possession of
slaves might perhaps have
appeared an advantage;

•

^''"'

delu^on
And who,
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L
gam

^""^^ ^''^^

'^'

'^^'^ '^" ^^ "° ^^^^

sir, is to suffer by
this measure ?
Not
^ K-""'^'
^^ ^' ^ P^^"^ conceded, that thev will
K
by this restriction. Will the
people
.

of Missouri,
hen, be injured by it ?
The Speaker (Mr. Clay) has
told us that, If asked his
opinion by the peopfe o
Missouri, he would advise them
not to establish sU
very amon^ them. The
same has been said by o he-
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opposed to this restriction. The question of expediency, then, is abandoned, as to the free states, and as
They will both gain by
to the people of Missouri.
this restriction
But it is said that the old slave-holding states will be injured by it ; and that the country
west of the Mississippi is necessary as an outlet for
their redundant slave population.
Slavery, it is said,
becomes less dangerous by being more widely diffused.
It is, we are told, a poison which, though
deadly in itself, may be weakened, and diluted, and
rendered less fatal, by dividing it amongst a number,
and giving to each a smaller portion. If this were,
indeed, the case, it would even then be ungenerous
and unjust in us to seek relief in our sufferings at the
expense of others, or to extend to our brethren (though
they may be willing to share with us) the bitter ingredients of our own poisoned chalice. But, sir, this metaphor is inapplicable to the present case ; and, if we
must indulge in comparisons, I would rather liken
slavery to some noxious plant to some poison tree
the Bohan-Upas, if you will. And what are we now
called upon to do ? To lay the axe to the root of this
deadly tree ? No, sir, but to lop its excrescences
merely, to prune its too exuberant growth, and to
transfer, to the fertile regions of the west, new scions
from the parent stock there to flourish and increase
in rank luxuriance, till their fatal branches shall overshadow and darken all the land. Never was hope
more fallacious than that of lessening permanently
the evils of slavery in the old states, by extending
them to the new. The evil is, that we have already a
million and a half of slaves; and the remedy proposed
is, to double their number.
Our precent misfortune
is, that we have eleven slave-holding states; and we
hope to alleviate this misfortune by creating as many

—

;

more

It is, indeed, the hope of desperation ; it is
!
drinking for the dropsy; it is the relief, short and
fatal, which the involved debtor finds in new loans,
upon usurious interest, which remove misfortunes for
a lime, that they may return again, as they are sure

to do, with

victim.

accumulated force, upon their unhappy
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But,

we

if this restriction is

are told,

imposed,

it

number

of slaves in the United
States, and that this is not, therefore, a question respecting the increase or diminution of slavery. Sir, I
affirm that this is the precise question now to be decided.
new and extensive country is about to be
settled ; and it is for us to say whether it shall be inhabited by freemen or by slaves. In a few generations, at the furthest, it must be filled with the one or
the other ; and will it be pretended that, with twenty
slave-holding states, we shall then have no more slaves
in them all, than we should have in ten ?
Suppose
there were but one, would there be as many slaves in
Maryland, for instance, as in all the south and west ?
This is then a question of the
It cannot be believed.
increase of slavery.
All history proves, that emigration does not, for
any considerable time, diminish the number of inhaThe stream
bitants in the country which they leave.
flows, but is not exhausted; it overflows, but its banks
are still full, and not the less so for what they have
discharged. For two hundred years the tide of emigration has been constantly setting, with a steady current, from the old to the new world ; yet no one believes that Europe is less populous now than she
will not lessen the

A

would have been

if

America had never been

disco-

vered.
On the contrary, her inhabitants never doubled their numbers,within such short terms, as since the
discovery of this country. In Spain, it has been often
remarked, that the provinces which sent forth the
most emigrants to America, were, at the same time,
The same is true of Ireland: the
the best people<l.
oppression of her rulers has driven her sons to seek
an asylum in every quarter of the glube; yet no part
of the British dominions in Europe has increased so
fast in inhabitants, for the last hundred years, as Iresee the same principle of population
land.
exemplifitd among ourselves. From New England
have proceeded those hardy adventurers who have
who have settled a
filled all the north western states
and who are, in short, to
large portion of New York

We

;

;

;
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state, and, I may almost say, in every county, in the Union. Yet New England, though
constantly pouring forth such swarms of emigrants,
is at the same time the most populous and best settled
In short, sir, a moderate and
part of our country.
steady emigration from old to new countries, is the
surest possible method of increasing the number of
inhabitants in the old and new combined, if not, as I
Take the case of slaves in
believe, in each by itself.
our own country. The states of Georgia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama, have been supplied with slaves principally from Maryland, VirgiYet the slaves have, in
nia, and the two Carolinas.
the mean time, increased in these latter states faster
than the whites. Is not this a most instructive and
alarming fact; and must we not infer that their further extension will be attended with a still more rapid
increase ?
Look, sir, at the country from whence, for two
hundred years, these unhappy victims have been
wafted to your shores, till the new world, the continent and the isles, has become almost a second Africa,
covered St cursed with the same sable race. Yet, never,
since the commencement of the slave trade, has Africa been more populous than she is at the present day.

be found in every

There, as here, slaves have been constantly in demand;
there, as here, they have been a profitable article in
market there to be produced, here to be employed.
Sir, there is something dreadful in the idea of mak;

flesh the object of human traffic; but when
so considered, the ordinary rules of trade apply
equally to this, as to other branches of commerce
and we all know that supply and demand, in the mercantile world, must always, for any given length of
If,
time, correspond very nearly with each other.
then, there is a demand for slaves in the United
States, that demand will be supplied.
And will slavery be less an evil, or slaves be more easily managed,
•when you have five millions, than now that you have
only one or two? when you have twenty, than now that
you hav« eleven slave-holding states I No, sir; time?

ing

it is

human
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instead of removing, constantly aggravates the evils
As well might you
of slavery wherever it exists.
hope to save your ov^n house in flames, by setting
fire to your neighbor's ; to remove disease already
contracted, by infecting others with your disorder; in
a word, to avoid any other misfortune, by involving

your friends in the same calamity, as hope to escape the plague of slavery by extending it to the states
west of the Mississippi. This, then, is my concluall

the slave-holding states will eventually suffer
the people of Missouri
;
and the free slates, it is
;
universally acknowledged, are most deeply interested in its success.
Let us examine this measure, Mr. Chairman, in another point of view.
are all united in our detestation
of the slave trade. Gentlemen Irom the south and the
south-west seem, indeed, emulous of each others* eloquence, in denouncing this disgraceful traffic. But
what is it, sir, that constitutes the guilt and the cruelty
of the slave trade ? I answer, it is the breach of every tender and every domestic tie the separation of
parents from their children, of husbands from their
wives, and of friends and connections from those with
whom, from infancy? they have been united ; it is this:
it is carrying them strangers to a strange land
which
constitutes the bitter pill in the cup of slavery. And
yet all this, and worse, occurs in the domestic slave
trade, carried on, for many years past, to a very great
extent, between Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia,
on the one hand, and the slave holding states further
south and west, on tlie other. It may well be doubted whether the African, poor, and ignorant, and oppressed in his native country, suffers more by becoming a slave in Maryland and Virginia, than the native
black, not always a slave, does* by being transported
from this temperate climate, and the mild usage he
may here receive, to toil and perish in the rice fields
of Georgia, in the cypress swamps of Louisiana, or in
turning up new grounds, and piercing the deep forestSj the interminable wilderness of Mississippi and
sion

:

nothing by this restriction
will gain every thing by it
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Alabama, or the yet more remote prairies of the Missouri and the Kansas. We have ah'eady established a
slave trade at home, among ourselves, carried on
even here, under the eye of power, in this seat and
centre of federal authority, and within sight of this
;
and it is, Mr. Chairman, among the
questions involved in this restriction, whether this
domestic slave trade shall be increased to a tenfold extent, by creating an insatiable demand for
slaves beyond the Mississippi ; or whether, by confining slavery within its present limits, this disgraceful traffic, ceasing to be profitable, shall likewise
legislative hall

cease to exist

Nor

is this

?

measure

less

(he foreign slave trade. It

important in reference to

is

certain that

many

slaves

are annually smuggled into the United States, in diAVe have, indeed, been
rect violation of our laws.
told that tlieir number is small ; and the Speaker
(Mr. Clay) has exhibited to us a statement of some
three or four hundred slaves, reported to the government as having been illicitly introduced. But, does
he suppose that this is all ? or would he have us infer
from this statement, that the slave smugglers regu»
larly inform the government of their criminal proceedings ? No, sir ; of the unhappy beings, thus,
in violation of all laws, transported to our shores, and
thrown by force into the mass of our black population, scarcely one in a hundred is ever detected by
the officers of the general government, in a part of the
country, where, if we are to believe the statement of
Governor Rabun, '' an officer who v/ould perform
his duty, by attempting to enforce the law, (against
the slave trade) is, by many, considered as an officious
meddler, and treated with derision and contempt;**
treated with derisioii and contempt, sir, for endeavoring to restrain the slave trade 1 And this is the
testimony of the Governor of Georgia, with respect to
the people of his own state. 1 have been told by a
gentleman who has attended paiticulariy to this sub"
ject, that ten thousand slaves were incne year smuggled into the United Stales i and that even for the

we must count the number, not by Jiun
If this be true, is even the
dreds, but by thousands.
Our laws
foreign slave trade abolished amongst us ?
declare that it is but our conduct is in opposition
prohibit the slave trade, and yet,
to those laws.
thus, holding
daily create new demands for slaves
out the strongest inducements to violate our own
All the armies of Napoleon could not prevent
laws.
the introduction and use of British goods on the conAnd why not, sir ? Because those
tinent of Europe

last year,

;

We
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goods were cheap at Dover, and dear at Calais.
more can your laws and your fleets prevent the introduction of slaves into the United States, while
those slaves are cheap in Cuba, and dear at New-Orleans.
If you would destroy the slave trade, begin
with shutting up the slave markets which you have
If you will not do
opened beyond the Mississippi
this, repeal your laws against the slave trade altogether and do not compel the dealer in human flesh to
add to the many crimes which he must daily commit,
the needless one of violating your laws, since you
mean not that those laws shall be enforced. Sir,
there is no one who hears me that would not revolt at
such a ttourse and yet this also is one of the questions we have to decide, whether we shall discountenance the slave trade, or do all in our power, short of
repealing our laws against it, to extend its range by
;

;

creating a new demand for slaves in the west.
But, say gentlemen on tke other side, Missouri
Are you stateswill not submit to your restriction.
men, says the Speaker, and have you not looked for-

ward to consequences ?
Suppose Missouri resists,
what are to be your ulterior measures ? Sir, this objection, like many others urged in this debate, is, in
my opinion, founded upon a misapprehension of the
character and the consequences of this measure. The
law we are about to pass, is not an ordinary act of legislation.
It is not an authority vested in the Executive, to be enforced by him, like other laws, with the
arm of the civil, and, if necessary, of the military power.
The people of Missouri, when met
conveU"

m
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uon,may determine

that

it is

inexpedient for thcni,

at

and upon these terms, to become a state
and if they do so determine, there is, as I have already shewn, an end of our present act.
This single
fact, which no one will deny, appears to me to furnish
a conclusive answer to all that has been said on this
part of the subject.
It proves at once the true
nature of this transaction, which is, in effect, nothingthis time,

;

more than a proposition to treat with Missouri, as to
her admission into the Union. This act contains our
if they are rejected by P^Oissouri (and
first proposals
she has a perfect right to reject any or all of them)
we may then propose any other terms, more or less
favorable to her, provided they are not inconsistent
with the constitutional limitations which I have already noticed.
But we are told Missouri will form a constitution
for herself, and demand admission, and that we dare
not refuse her. It is a sufficient answer to this threat
of consequences, to say that Missouri has no right to
do so ; that she is a territory, and can never become a
state without our consent. But she will throw off her
allegiance, and erect an independent government of
her own. And has it come to this ? and are we in
such want of new confederates, that we must abandon
our just rights for fear of giving offence to our foreign territories ? Are the good old thirteen, who in
their infancy would brook no insult, even from the parent state, already reduced so low as to be threatened
with disunion by a people of whose existence they arc
hardly yetinfornied ?
Is this the orphan of the West,
described by the gentleman from Massachusetts, (Mr,
Holmes,) as coming by the way of the wildernes?^,
with her locks wet with the dews of night, asking
shelter and seeking protection beneath the arm of our
power ? or is it rather an armed warrior, knocking,
sword in hand, at our gate, and threatening fiercely to
demolish the portal if not instantly thrown open, that
he may enter ?
have been toUl by the Speaker
that the people of Missouri are ready to shoulder
their muskets, to march en masse, and force their
:

We

be indeed so, it is ilmz
be an enemy that is advancing, let us bar our gates, and prepare for our defence and for doing this too there is more and better
reason, if within the fortress itself there be those who

way

into this hall,

bir, if this

to barricade the doors.

If

it

;

would throw down the barriers, and welcome in the
invader.
But not only will Missouri revolt from our authority : the slave-holding states will join with her, and, if
this restriction passes, the Union will be dissolved.
Such, sir, is the language which 1 have heard, with infinite regret, upon this noor, not from two or three
but from alir.ost ?.ll those who have
spoken against tnis amendment. In any mind, Mr.
chairman, there Avould be much more of terror m this
threat, (or, if a milder term be preferred,) in this prediction of disunion, if it were now for the first time
employed. But it has been often used before. The
first threats of disunion which I now remember in our
history, came from Kentucky, where, some thirty
years ago, certain persons threatened to join the Spaniards of Louisiana if their wishes were not granted. It
is not now thought, I believe, that there was much
In 798-9, the
real danger to the Union in that case.
Union was again said to be in danger. The sound
then came from Virginia, and was loudly echoed back
by her daughter of the West. Yet no division follow-

members merely,

1

ed. I, for one, applaud, sir, the constitutional opposiwhich Virginia then made to certain measures of

tion

the general government; but I, at the same time, as
decidedly condemn the threats of disunion, and those
ulterior designs of armed resistance, which some ardent minds were supposed then to entertain. In 1814
-15, disunion was agam threatened ; and I am sorry
to say that the threat then came from the North. But,
mark the result. When the people of New England
began to suspect that certain leading men among them
were in favor of a dissolution of the Union, they abandoned those leaders
The great body even of the
Federalists said, we disapprove of the war indeed, but
you mistake us altogether if you think us unfriendly

we wish to destroy the constituidea of a division of the states met nowhere with more pointed disapprobation than in NewEngland ; and I hazard nothing in saying that, if armed resistance to the laws had, even in the darkest period of the late war, been attempted amongst us, we,
sir, the republicans of the north, without aid from our
southern brethren, should, at once, have put down
insurrection, and, by our own strength alone, driven
treason and rebellion out of the land. But the ene^
mies of the government did not dare to go the length
to the

Union, or that

tion.

The

of open resistance.
In the same manner, I have no doubt that a convention in the South, having for its object the exten.
sion of slavery to Missouri, would be equally unsucOur malcessful as the convention at the North.
contents, whatever might have been their real obthey were the
jects, had sortie popular topics to urge
friends of commerce and of peace; objects dear to
every wise and enlightened mind. But what would
the founders of the southern and western empire have
to urge in their detence? Why, sir, the author of their
new declaration of independence would have to say,
not as our fathers said against the king of England,
that the slave trade had been continued contrary to
their wishes, but that Congress had endeavored to restrain slavery within its ancient limits; that it had
proposed its inhibition to Missouri, and, therefore,
that they, the south and the west, no longer owed alBelieve me, sir, this will not
legiance to the Union.
be their course; I think too well of them to believe
that, in such a cause, they would resort to arms
If, unhappily, a dissolution
against their brethren.
of the Union should ever take place, it will not be for
the sake of extending slavery beyond the Mississippi.
if the southern and western states should ever abandon the stars and the stripes of our national Union, it
will not be to unfurl for themselves a standard, bearNo, sir, this is not
ing on its field a slave manacled.
a cause in which to enlist the feelings of a generous
and enlightened people, such as I esteem them to be.
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They may

indeed think the course

we

are purs-uing

impolitic and unwise, but they are not prepared, with
armed force, to resist the measures of Congress, and,
least of all, when those measures have forlheir object
the diminution oJ slavery, the extension of freedom,
and the secure enjoyment of the equal rights of man.
When, therefore, disunion is predicted as the con-

sequence of our measures, I listen to it with regret
indeed, but also with incredulity; and, therefore,
without dismay. Sir, our confederacy is not so easily
destroyed; it is cemented by the mutual interests of
all its members; and the understandings, the affections, and the hearts, of the people, are knit together
in one common bond of indissoluble union.
Much has been said, Mr. Chairman, in this debate,
respecting the motives of the friends of this restriction ; and an appeal Tias been made to vulgar prejudices, by calling it a Federal measure; as if its merits
Yet I am willing to
could depend upon its authors.
it even by this test, since it is well known that it
originated with Republicans; that it is supported by
the Republicans throughout the free states ; and that
the Federalists of the south are its warm opponents:
The question then is not between Federalists and Republicans, but between slave-holders and those who
hold no slaves. It is a knowledge of this fact, which
has induced the free states, usually so much divided
among themselves, to advance on this occasion with
so much ardor and unanimity to the attainment of
their object.
And well might they, in such a cause,
throw aside their local jealousies, their petty feudS;,
and their temporary strifes, when the best hopes of
iTian are all involved in the issue, when the lasting
prosperity of the Union is at stake, and their own pe-

try

all cast upon the die. With us, disunion would be suicide ; for we stand here merely on
the defensive; and most untruly and unjustly is it
said that we are seeking to injure or degrade the

culiar iiiterests

southern states, while we wish only to defend ourselves.
Whether with or without slaves, Missouri
will still be a southern state
southern in her posi4

—

her character, in her interests, and in her poconnections.
To all this, we have nothing to
object.
only wish that she should not be a slaveholding state. It is not southern influence or southern representation to which we are unfriendly but
slave influence and slave representation which we wish
to confine within the limits of the present states ; and,
in so doing, we only fulfil the wishes and expectation*
of the people, when the constitution itself was first
adopted.
If we look back to the debates of the state conventions, we shall find that the constitution was universally considered as leading to the gradual abolition of
slavery, even in the old states, and as furnishing no
excuse for its extension to the new. Of this fact, it
would be easy to produce the fullest proof. In the
Massachusetts convention, Judge Dawes said, in defending the constitution even for tolerating slavery,
<« the convention did all they could in this case;
and
we may say that, though slavery is not smitten by an
apoplexy, yet it has received a deadly wound, and
What, sir, would have
vvill die of a consumption."
been the astonishment of men who adopted the constitution under this belief, if they had been told that,
within the first generation, slavery would extend over
twice its ancient limits, and that, instead of being
smitten by an apoplexy* or dying of a consumption,
it was to receive fresh strength under the new government, and have infused into it, by this very con=
" The migration and
stitution, new life and vigor ?
importation,*' said Gen. Heath, in the same assembly, " is confined to the states now existing only ; new
But whether those in slavery,
states cannot claim it.
in the southern states, will be emancipated after 1808,
I rather doubt it."
I do not pretend to determine.
An opinion, it seems, prevailed, that Congress might
abolish slavery, even there, after 1808 : this he rather
doubted^ but said that slavery could not be extended
to the new states.
No one can read these debates
without perceiving that the constitution would never
have beea adopted in Massachusetts, had it not been
tioB, in

litical
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considered as unfavorable to slavery, even within its
ancient limits.' The same may be said of alHhe New
England States. The like sentiments were also expressed in the New York convention ; and were urged
with equal confidence in Pennsylvania. " The new
states,^' said Judge Wilson, who was himself one of
the framers of the constitution, " will be under the
control of Congress in this particular, and slaves will
** Yet
a few
never be introduced among them.**
*< and Congress will have the power
slavery from within our borders."
find the same opinions expressed even in the
slave-holding states ; " There is no clause," said
George Mason, in the Virginia convention, " that
will prevent the northern and eastern states from
meddling with our whole property of this kind.** Pa^
'< Congress," said he,
trick Henry went even further
'< may liberate every one of your slaves, if they please
They have the power, in clear, unequivocal terms.
and will clearly and certainly exercise it.**
It is surely unnecessary to quote further authorities
I have not produced these, as containing my own
views of the constitution ; for, in some respects, they
are certainly incorrect; but merely to show, what the
\vhole history of the times proves, that the framers of
the constitution, and those by whom it was adopted,
both its friends and its enemies, in every part of the
country, considered it as leading gradually to the
abolition of slavery in the old states, and as guarding
effectually against its introduction into the new states.
In proposing the present measure, then, we are only
doing what was expected from us by the founders of
our republic ; and it is therefore not on us, but on
our opponents, that the imputation rests, of introducing new and alarming doctrines, unknov/n to our
fathers, and unsanctioned by the constitution.
The

years,'*

he adds,

to exterminate
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free states,

sir, would never have come into this
Union, had they supposed it possible that within the
first generation they would become a minority in the
government. There wants but one, on the other side,
to make them so at present in the Senate
and, at this
;

4(i

iiionient, the representation of slaves alone, on this
floor, exclusive of the whites, exceeds in number,

and, on this very question, out votes all the represenfrom six out of eleven of thcnon-slavc-holding

tatives
states.

Feeling the weight of this slave representation, and

knowing with what

fatal

activity

it

increases,

is

it

strange that the free states, believing they possess authority under the constitution, should wish to prevent
its existence in states hereafter to be admitted^ as they
have already prevented it in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois ? No, sir, in such a cause, it would be strange
indeed if the best hearts and the best minds of our
country, its wisdom and its virtue, were not all engaged on this occasion. Nor, 'm truth, have the free
states been wanting to themselves on this great day of
their trial ; and if we, their representatives on this
floor, have but firmness to perform, painful as it may
be, the duties of our station, all will be well with them
—all will yet be well, if we are but true to our constituents, and true to ourselves.
And what, let me
ask, have we seen or heard, on this occasion, that we,
above all others, should shrink from this duty, or
hesitate and falter in its performance ? Is it the conduct of the Senate in connecting Maine with Missouri; or the declaration that, in future, no free state
shall be admitted till a slave-holding stale can be
found to form a balance to it in the Senate ? Is it
the doctrine, now advanced, that, instead of threefifths, all the slaves ought to be represented ?
Or is
it the assertion, that slavery is the natural state of man,
and that slaves are happier than their masters ; or, at
any rate, that their condition is better than that of soldiers and seamen; and that slavery is not only established in practice among all nations, but is agreeable to the laws of nature, and expressly sanctioned by
our religion ? Are these the arguments by which we
are to be persuaded to forego our just rights on this
occasion ?
Sir, on my mind they produce an effect
directly the reverse of that intended by their authors.
When I hear slavery in the southern states lamented
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as an evil, "which they cannot immediately remove, i
acquiesce in the justice of this defence. But when
gentlemen go further, and not merely excuse slavery,

when they tell us
but pronounce its eulogium
that, however bad it may be for the slave it is no injury to the master; that he gains by it, that his ease
and convenience are promoted, and, therefore, that it
ought not to be touched, I tremble for the stability of
our republican institutions^ For on what does this
defence of slavery in the abstract rest, but on this—
that by the decrees of Providence, one man is born
to labor, and another to enjoy the fruits of that labor ;
that one is born with a right to govern, and another
bound to obey ; the one a master, the other a slave ?
And what is this, but the very essence of kingly government the doctrine of tyrants, in every age—
?'*
*< The enormous faith of millions made for one
These, then, are the motives of our conduct we
find slavery unjust in itself: adverse to all the great
branches of national industry : a source of danger in
times of war: repugnant to the first principles of our republican government: and in all these ways, extending its injurious effects to the states where its existence
is not even tolerated.
believe that we possess, under the constitution, the power necessary to arrest the
further pregress of this great and acknowledged evil ;
and the measure now proposed is the joint result of
all these motives, acting upon this belief, and guided
ky our most mature judgments and our best reflections.
As such, we present it to the people of Missouri, in the firm persuasion that we shall be found,
in the end, to have consulted their wishes not less than
their interests by this measure
For what, sir, is
Missouri ? Not the comparatively few inhabitants
who now possess the country; but a state, large and
powerful, capable of containing, and destined, 1 trust,
to contain half a million of virtuous and intelligent
freemen. It is to their wishes and their interests
that I look, and not to the temporary blindness or the
lamentable delusions of the present moment. If this
restriction is imposed, in twenty years we shall have
;

—

—
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t^,^

the people of Missouri thanking us for the measure^
as Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois now thank the old Congress for the ordinance of 1787.
The existence of a
state is not limited to a single generation. Its inhabitants, yet unborn, have claims upon our wisdom and
our care ; and it is for us to determine what shall be
their character and their fortunes.
It is in the first
formation of societies alone, that individuals have any
considerable influence upon governments and that a
;

Sew persons have it sometimes in their power to fix
the permanent character and enduring policy of
states and nations
to say whether their institutions
shall be free or slavish, framed for the benefit of a
;

few, or securing equal rights to all. But, after a government is once formed, and the institutions of the

country-become

fairly settled,

though

at first

but

the mere creatures of man*s power, they act, in turn,
as the masters of his willj and form and fashion, to
their own likeness, the national character of the people.
Never was this remark more applicable than to
the present case. It is in our power, by a single act,
to determine the character and the policy of Missouri on this important subject, connected, as it is, with
so many others, for all succeeding times; and to say
whether the people whom we admit into our Union,
shall bring to it a system of equal rights, extending
Ihe blessings of freedom alike to all, or introduce with
them an odious monopoly of power and of wealthj
unjust to its victims, and injurious to its authors. As
we may this day decide, posterity will bless us for
laying broad and deep the foundations of an equal
government, or load our memories with the malediction of ages, for mistaking or neglecting their interests, and forging chains for them, which we, the freemen of America, disdained ourselves to wear. It is
not often that legislators have it in their power to do

much good, or inflict so much evil on mankind;
and fortunate indeed will be our lots if we are but
iound equal to the glorious task if we are but wise,
according to the measure of our duties, and firm and
faithful to the end, in the discharge of this mighty
so

—

trust.
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